How to tell if you have been brainwashed into the

COVID Cult
Cult Ideology

* Irrational belief that a version of the flu with no or mild symptoms for most people is a threat to humanity.
* Irrational belief that a version of the flu with a 99.9%+ survival rate is the most terrifying disease ever.
* Irrational belief that someone dying with COVID is the same as someone dying from COVID.
* Irrational belief that healthy people are actually ill but symptomless so should be avoided.
* Irrational belief that billionaires & global pharmaceutical corporations are only motivated by good.
* Irrational belief that personal freedom of movement, work and free speech are dangerous.
* Irrational belief that thinking for one self is dangerous.

Cult Code of Conduct
* Obsessive fear of fellow human beings and avoidance of human contact.
* Obsessive hand washing and social distancing.
* Obsessive devotion to propaganda from one-sided State-funded and coporate media.
* Obsessive mask wearing to hide one's humanity and to signal obedience to "the Cult".
* Obsessive avoidance of any temptation to think or investigate facts and truth for oneself.

Cult Objects of Worship
* Worship of media propaganda about "cases", "deaths" og "variants".
* Worship of lockdowns and the permanent destruction of millions of jobs.
* Worship of high-risk experimental vaccinese that will genetically modify one's body.

Cult Sacrifices & Offerings
* Members must sacrifice their freedom of movement and civil liberties.
* Members must sacrifice their jobs, livehoods & economic independence.
* Members must sacrifice their children's physical, social & mental health.
* Members must sacrifice their bodies to experimental vaccines.
* Members must sacrifice their privacy through 'health passports' and digital IDs.

Cult Rituals & Ceremonies
* Self-isolation and quarantining at the first sign of a cold or flu.
* Dancing nurses in half-empty hospitals and dancing police to mock you.

Cult Intolerance of Dissenters
* Non-cult memebers must be treated as heretics!
Cult members believe heretics are dangerous unbelievers who must be shunned,
censored by the media, insulted, barred from public spaces and fired from jobs.
Why???
Because anyone who thinks for themselves and dares to investigate
the facts will see that the cult is a fraud. It is being used as an excuse
to instill the fear needed to create an authoritarian & totalitarian society.
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COVID-19

Vaccine Q&A
Facts to help you make a decision
YES NO
01: Are the mRNA vaccines experimental?

√

02: Have they been safety tested on animals?

√

03: Have they been subject to medium or long term safety testing on humans?

√

04: Are the effects of the vaccines reversible?

√

05: Will the vaccines stop me getting COVID?

√

06: Will the vaccines stop me spreading COVID?

√

07: Will the vaccines allow me to stop wearing a mask?

√

08: Do the vaccines contain genetically modified organisms (GMOs)?

√

09: Do the AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson vaccines contain aborted
human or monkey cells?

√

10: Do doctors have concerns about the mRNA vaccine's effect on fertility?

√

11: Is there a risk of auto immune disease, strokes, seizures, convulsions
or other side effects?

√

12: Have the vaccines caused any deaths or injuries?

√
√

13: Are the vaccines manufacturers liable for injuries or deaths caused by
the vaccines?
14: Are there doctors and scientists recommending people NOT to take it?

Links to uncensored information:
- mercola.org
- americasfrontlinedoctors.com
- worlddoctorsalliance.com
- childrenshealthdefense.org
- principia-scientific.org
- swprs.org
- medicdebate.org

"You guys thought I was writing
science-fiction, didn't you?"

√

Would you... get on an experimental aircraft that had NOT completed standard

safety testing, had NO air worthiness certificate and for which the makers have absolutely
NO liability for any deaths or injuries?
This is what you are being asked
to do with the experimental, high
risk mRNA COVID vaccines.
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